ASDBLR Radiation & Rate Effects
Review of past measurements
Mitch Newcomer

ASDBLR Rate effects on analog power
 In response to a question by Brig (~2004) about ASDBLR power
requirements We monitored supply current vs trigger rate of an
ASDBLR from 0 to 20MHz input of 20fC pulses. No change in current
was observed.
 An alternative approach was to look at current vs threshold setting.
• TB3 board #24 +V = 2.8 ‐V = ‐2.8 with 2 ASDBLR00‘s
Threshold adjusted through zero with no change in current
104.9mA negative supply
124.4mA Positive supply
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Gamma Studies
3, 4, 7MRad
DMILL DTMROC 5V nominal Voltage

X
July 2002
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Gamma Irradiation up to 7MRad

Histograms of the gain calculated from the external test pulse scans.
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ASDBLR01 Neutron Exposure October 2001

• Nine ASDBLR01 chips were exposed to neutrons (3.5X1014N/cm2) at
Prospero. Bare chip were characterized on the IMS test setup and
sent to Prospero. Power was not applied. No channels or chips failed.
The measured gain is lower by about 44% but the threshold
deviations within each chip remain acceptable. It should be noted
that the change in gain directly affects the threshold dispersion.
• Power ‐Only a small change in current draw is observed.
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LHC Qualification (from PRR documents)
• Radiation Testing –
A significant amount of radiation testing has been performed on
ASDBLR circuits. Most has been performed with the ASDBLR99
although recently the ASDBLR01 design has been shown to be quite
robust after being exposed to 3.5X1014 n/cm2 at Prospero. We have
seen three chip level failures on control lines with no input protection.
In all three cases an internal short to the negative supply was the
cause. The only component common to all three cases is the “polycap”
capacitor. It would be useful to know if there has been a radiation
hardness study done on it. The Cadence based library part generates a
row of contacts just above a trench. We revised this cap for the 16pF of
capacitance in the baseline restorer, but have not implemented the
revised part anywhere else.
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Summary of Radiation Testing for the ‘2002’ PRR
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ASDBLR01 Neutron Exposure October 2001
• Change in Gain ‐The absolute threshold for a constant input charge is
a sensitive function of gain. After exposure to neutrons, the mean
value for the threshold for a fixed input demonstrates a significant
change in gain for both the low and high thresholds.
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DMILL NPN Neutron Gain Sensitivity

Beta ~50
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BLR amplitude
for beta = 114 and 64
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Low Threshold Slope for several supply settings.
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Dose Rate Effects in DMILL technology
Ionizing radiation rates at LHC intensities are in the range of .01 ‐.02 Rads/s.
In some technologies a dose rate sensitivity has been observed that
manifests as an increase in sensitivity due for lower exposure rates. The SCT
group examined dose rate sensitivity of the DMILL technology in the
following IEEE paper in 2002:
Low Dose Rate Effects And Ionization Radiation Tolerance Of The Atlas
Tracker Front‐End Electronics
M. Ullán1,3, D. Dorfan1, T. Dubbs1, A. A. Grillo1, E. Spencer1, A. Seiden1, H. Spieler2, M. Gilchriese2, M. Lozano

• Their conclusion: The technology used in the fabrication has been found
to be free from Low Dose Rate Effects which facilitates the studies of the
radiation hardness of the chips.
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Change in NPN base
current vs Dose Rate.
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2005 Report on Prospero Neutron Exposure
by Ole Rhone of Barrel and End cap boards
• http://trtsys.web.cern.ch/trtsys/prospero‐jan‐2005/index.html#rateana
Selected notes from Ole’s Log.
• Our run lasted for 10800 seconds, the total fluence was estimated to be
about 3.85E14 n/cm2. The front‐end boards were kept at constant
operating voltage during the run. No significant changes to the current
consumptions were observed.
• After the irradiation run had ended, additional studies were done at
elevated analog voltages (+/‐3.1V and +/‐3.2V).
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The DTMROC Band‐gap reference
• The voltage output of the band‐gap reference as implemented on the DTMROC is known
to increase with irradiation. This is expected to affect all derived analog outputs
(thresholds, test pulse and VT sense) proportionally. Keeping the DTMROC supply voltage
constant during irradiation, the Vdd readback can be used to calibrate the band‐gap
reference. End‐cap Vdd read‐back vs irradiation time.
The Vdd monitored here was known to be constant. So
this is a measure of the change in the Bandgap voltage

Highest Slope in
at the beginning

DAC Step Size Increasing
with radiation

Note that the Vt sense uses the same D/A
Convertor as used in the ASDBLR Threshold.
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End Cap Temp sense vs time

Interesting to note the increase in temp
As the Analog +/‐3V +/‐3.2V

Neutron Exposure time ( 0  3.8e1014)
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Gain change
Internal Test Pulse 50% occupancy

NO Test Pulse 50% occupancy
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Averaged Results

Analog +/‐ 3 3.2V

+/‐3V constant

~ +20% Gain
“Considering the evolution of the test pulse response as well as the offset,
the gain loss is estimated to 25% (board average).”
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Comment on the LHC Radiation Studies
• Supply current vs radiation and rate are constant
• The TRT exposure to date has been less than 1/10 of the smallest value
examined for LHC qualifications.
• In measurements of (sense voltage) so far it doesn’t appear that the
bandgap has changed it’s value. ( This should be reconfirmed.)
• The change in gain observed by Ole is qualitatively consistent with the
bench measurements that show a 28% gain increase as +/‐3V  3.3V.
His work shows that this is likely a viable approach to extending the
useful lifetime of the ASDBLR.
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Low Dose Rate tests of the ASDBLR
Two TB4 boards with 2 each ASDBLR02 have been calibrated recently
with a resurrected charge injector. Threshold measurement of both
boards for several pulse amplitudes were made by Khilesh Mistry at
Penn.
 One board was sent to BNL for exposure to their CO60 source at
low dose rate (80Rad/hr) with a target TID of 35KRad.
One board remains at Penn as a calibration standard.
The several week exposure will be complete next week.
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